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Life on Mars?



How do we search for evidence of 
life as we know it?

How do we search for evidence of 
life as we know it?

“There is no certainty that the existence of water means the 
existence of life.  The other way around is probably true, though.”  
David Baltimore, NY Times, March, 2004.

Th ere are two  funda mental require ments for life as 
we know it, liquid water and organic polymers, suc h as 
nucleic acids and pro t eins.  Water’s unique prop erties 
(exc ellent solvent, exce ptionally large liquid tempera ture 
range, et c.) make it an ideal medium for chemical re a ctions t o 
take place.  Polymers are nee ded to  carry out th e central 
b iological fun ctions of re plica tion and catalysis.  Without the se 
vital compo ne nts, as far as we know, life is impo ssible.







Life on Mars?Life on Mars?
 Early in the history of

Mars, liquid water may
have been present on the
surface.

 Some of the steps thought
to be important in the
origin of life on Earth may
have taken place on early
Mars.

 Asteroid/comet impacts
during the early history of
the solar system may
have been less severe on
Mars and thus favored the
survival of life.



Water and Methane
Recent data from Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS)

on ESA’s Mars Express reveal that close to the surface, water
vapor is concentrated in three broad equatorial regions: Arabia
Terra, Elysium Planum and Arcadia-Memnonia.  In addition,
these higher concentrations of water vapor significantly overlap
with detectable levels of methane. This result is interpreted as
indicating that either both water and methane are being
released from the sub-surface, or that sub-surface water hosts
some sort of life that release methane as a by-product.

Mars ExpressMars Express



Water on Mars
Recent results from the NASA Spirit and Opportunity rovers 

have provided the best evidence so far that liquid water was once
present on Mars.  

jarosite



Organic compounds on Mars?

  Organic compounds could be present from the infall 
and long-term accumulation of of carbonaceous chondrite-like 
material on the Martian surface 
  Organic compounds could have been produced by prebiotic 
processes early in the history of Mars
  Organic compounds derived from either extinct of extant 
life could be present
  The determination of the nature and inventory of organic
carbon compounds will be one the main areas of focus during
future missions by both ESA and NASA



Search for Organic Compounds: the
Viking Results

Search for Organic Compounds: theSearch for Organic Compounds: the
Viking ResultsViking Results

 It was claimed that the GC/MS
instrument did not detect organics
above part per billion (ppb) level.

 However, the detection limit for
amino acids is now known to have
been in the 10s of ppm range.

 One bacterial cell weighs only 10-12

grams.

 Amino acids are the major organic
component of cells.

 At ppm level, amino acids from
~107 cells per gram of Martian soil
would not have been detected!

 Thus, Viking did not necessarily
rule out the possibility of Martian
biology!

Glavin, D. P. et al., “Detecting pyrolysis products from
bacteria on Mars”  Earth. Planet. Sci. Letts. 185, 1-5 (2001)



Meteorites from Mars; what do
they tell us?

 It has been suggested that
meteorites launched off the surface
of a planet such as Mars may have
seeded other planets with microbes.

 About 5 or so Martian meteorites
arrive on Earth each century.

 Some of the transit times for
Martian meteorites are estimated to
be less than a year.

 Maybe we are Martians!
 Unfortunately, once these

meteorites
arrive on Earth, they are rapidly
contaminated with terrestrial
biologically derived material which
compromises their use in assessing
the possible presence of organic
compounds on Mars.



Life on Mars?Life on Mars?
 One of the requirements for life,

liquid water, was present on the
surface of Mars at some time.

 The Viking GCMS measurements
yielded inconclusive results
about the presence of organic
compounds.

 Meteorites from Mars have been
greatly compromised by the
presence of terrestrial
contaminants.

 Highly sensitive in situ analyses
are required to determine
whether organic compounds are
present on Mars.



When searching for evidence of life
what molecules do we look for?

“The expected commonality of chemistry in life’s processes 
assists in life detection because it predicts that terrestrial types
of biochemicals are useful targets for analysis even in an 
extraterrestrial setting.”  N. R. Pace, The universal nature of 
biochemistry,  Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 98, 805-808 (2001)

One note of caution -- although the core classes of molecules 
(amino acids, nucleobases, etc.) may be similar to terrestrial 
life, their overall structural makeup could be different.  
Although searches should be focused on key molecules, they 
should be general enough to detect molecules that are not
 necessarily the same as those used in terrestrial biology.



The molecules of life
On a weight bases, amino acids are the most abundant 

single class of molecules in a typical bacterial cell.  The
next most abundant are the nucleobases (~1/10 as abundant) 
associated with DNA and RNA.

From T. D. Brock, D. W.
Smith and M. T. Madigan,
Biology of Microorganisms,
Prentice Hall, 1984

2.8x10-13Total

2.4x10-14other

0.8x10-14soluble fraction

2.6x10-14lipids

0.9x10-14DNA

6x10-14RNA

1.6x10-13protein

Dry weight composition of E. coli. (g/cell)



The best compounds to look forThe best compounds to look for
are amino acidsare amino acids

 They are the building blocks of proteins and
enzymes in life on Earth.

 Their molecular architecture (handedness or
chirality) can be used to distinguish
abiotic vs. biotic origins.

On Earth, only L-amino acids are encoded into proteins. In
carbonaceous meteorites, both L- and D-amino acids are 
present in equal (or nearly equal) amounts.  Life elsewhere 
could be based on either L- or D-amino acids.





 ExoMars characteristics

ExoMars integrates its Pasteur instrument payload into a high-
mobility rover: 10 - 20 km on the Martian surface.

Compatible with solar energy, preserves maximum flexibility in
landing sites:  Latitudes between 10 and 45º, either N or S.

Includes its data relay satellite to boost the mission’s science return.

Searches for traces of past and present life on Mars:
bioorganic molecules, underground and within surface rocks.

Identifies surface hazards to future human missions:
radiation (ionising & UV), reactive chemical species, and dust.

ExoMars is a Category IVc mission.



 Pasteur requirements

To do this, it must adequately prepare the specimen to be
presented to each instrument for analysis.

Perform in-situ, multi-diagnostic investigations on the retrieved samples.

Travel to these targets to collect appropriate samples from down to 2-m
depth, as well as from within surface rocks.

Store all data, process/compress them as required, and transmit them
to the rover’s main computer to be sent to Earth.

Avoid false positives and satisfy Planetary Protection directives.

Establish the geological context, and identify targets of high scientific
interest for further study (broad areas, deposits, rocks, etc.)



 Pasteur payload

Estimated Pasteur mass:  43.2 kg
Support Equipment:  7 kg

Service Instruments:
16 kg

Context:  8.9 kg

Life/Organics:  9.0 kg

Environment:  2.3 kg

PanCam: 1.8

IR Spectr: 1.0
GPR: 1.5

Neutron Scatter: 0.5

Close-up Imager: 0.3
Mössbauer: 0.5
APXS: 0.3

Raman/LIBS: 2.0
Microscope: 0.5

Oxidants 0.5

Ion. Rad.: 0.9
UV Rad.: 0.3
Dust & H2O: 0.8
P, T, Wind: 0.3

Drill System: 11.0

(2-m depth & surface)

SPDS   5.0MOD: 2.5 ?
GC-MS: 5.5

Life Marker Chip: 1.0



NASA Mars Exploration ProgramNASA Mars Exploration ProgramNASA Mars Exploration Program



What specifically needs to be measured?

Listed in approximate priority order

1. The nature, abundance, oxidation state, and isotopic properties of C
compounds (both organic and inorganic) over a range of molecular
weights.

2. Mineralogy and bulk chemistry

3. Microscopic imager (basic geologic context, and record potential
biosignatures)

4. The chemical and isotopic characteristics of elements other than C  that
are relevant to life (H, N, O, P, S) present in rocks, soils, and the
atmosphere.

5. Noble gas concentrations and isotope ratios

6. The abundance and oxidation state of Fe, Mn and other redox sensitive
metals, as a basis for understanding the range of potential energy
sources available to support biological systems and for inferring
geochemical cycles

7. Instrument to test models of martian surface oxidation, including
whether oxidation decreases in the martian subsurface,

Proposed measurements for MSL
R

E
Q

U
IR

E
D



2009 MSL Rover



Mars Organic Detector
(MOD)

Mars Organic Detector
(MOD)

MOD directly detects key organic compounds at very low concentration
levels, ~1000 times better than Viking.

 The targeted organic compounds, amino acids and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), are important in assessing the prebiotic and biotic
potential on Mars.

 The MOD design is well advanced with prototype development funded by
over 10 years of NASA grants.  A version of the instrument was selected for
the NASA 03 lander instrument package (cancelled after the crash of the
Mars Polar Lander).

Besides preliminary selection as a front-line Pasteur instrument, MOD is
also the major component of the Mars Astrobiology Probe (MAP) proposed
for NASA MSL 09 mission.



MOD Instrument Concept

   MOD is conceptually simple

•  Sample is heated in low pressure
   crucible to sublimate organics
•  Sublimated organics condense
   on cold finger/collection surface
•  Portion of collection surface is
   coated with fluorescamine; other
   portion is left uncoated
•  Fluorescamine bonded with 
   amino acids fluoresces under 
   blue/violet illumination
•  “Unaided” PAHs fluoresce under 
   similar illumination
•  Laser provides 405 nm light,
   sensitive photodetector measures
   fluorescence

Sublimation



MOD Instrument SummaryMOD Instrument Summary

  Uses sublimation at Mars
ambient pressures and
temperatures to release organic
components of retrieved
samples.

   Highly sensitive laser induced
fluorescent (LIF) detection is
used to access the presence or
absence of target organic
compounds.

  MOD detects amino acids and
PAHs at sub-ppb sensitivity.

 By comparing the fluorescent signal
of the fluroescamine coated and
uncoated regions of the MOD
detector disk the relative amounts of
PAHs and amino acids can be
determined.

   MOD is interfaced with  µ-chip
based capillary electrophoresis for
identification and chiral resolution of
any detected amino acids.



µCE analysis, A. Skelley and R. A. Mathies,
J. Chromatography. A  (2003)

Reaction of amino acids(AA)
with fluorescamine (FA)

Fluorescent Detection Followed by Amino
Acid Composition and Chirality Analyses
Fluorescent Detection Followed by Amino
Acid Composition and Chirality Analyses

Amino Acid Composition                            Amino Acid Chirality

LIF signal
indicates

amino acids
or

amines are
present

µCE used to evaluate 
composition and chirality

AA         FA



Sublimation Cell
Module

LIF Detector Disk with
Fluorescamine Film

CE / Microfluidics
Module with Sipper

Reusable Seal for Sample
Introduction

Sublimator Tube

Optical System

pBN Crucible
Heater

Design of an integrated MOD/µCE system

Specifications: 
Mass: ~2 kg 
Power: 24 watts during experiment 
Size: 145 mm (width), 193 mm (length), 112 mm (height) 
Analyzes samples of crushed drill cores or soils collected by a drill or a scoop



Field Test Version of MOD with
Integrated Fluorometer and Portable

µCE System

MOD Instrument

Portable µCE



Atacama and Mojave Deserts as 
Martian Soil Analogs
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Sulfate minerals and organic
compounds on Mars

0.344%

0.102%

0.362%

3.147%

1.632%

% AA Nitrogen
(+Amines)

0.043%

0.004%

0.104%

0.110%

0.125%

% AA Carbon
(+Amines)

+3.90-26.200.0147%0.13%Jarosite

+2.76-24.600.0010%0.04%Red Sea

+11.0-17.280.1010%0.69%Chula Vista

+0.1-31.300.0026%0.08%Haughton

+1.7-34.850.0015%0.03%Anza-Borrego

∂ 15N∂13C% Nitrogen % Carbon

Organic compounds in terrestrial sulfate minerals

 Gypsum from Chula Vista, CA (modern), the Anza-Borrego desert, 
CA (3-5 Ma), and the Haughton impact crater, Canada (23 Ma)

 Anhydrite sample from a Red Sea core (5 Ma)
 Jarosite sample from Panoche Valley, CA (30 Ma)



Pasteur/MSL Instrument DesignPasteur/MSL Instrument Design

Electronics box

Integrated instrument

MOD oven µCE system and LIFLIF
detector

Sample receiving system



Extract and
Concentrate

Organics from
Soil

(SCWE)

Measure soil
oxidation

environment

Measure atmospheric oxidation environmentRover
Deck

Optical
Detection of
PAHs and

Amino Acids
(MOD)

Measure
Composition and
Chirality (µCE )

Sample
From
Rover

Sample
Distribution

If amino acids
are detected

Summary of measurement sequence

Items in blue are oxidant measurements that can also be carried out



Aurora/ExoMars
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